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Overview: Magnetic field data obtained by the
MErcury Surface, Space ENvironment, GEochemistry,
and Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft contain signatures of lithospheric magnetization on Mercury [1-4].
We present models for the spatial distribution of magnetization and discuss their implications.
Magnetization Models: Magnetic field measurements at spacecraft altitudes are dominated by nonlithospheric sources that we estimate and subtract [1,
5], to isolate lithospheric fields with wavelengths less
than ~700 km. Magnetization models were generated
using an equivalent source dipole (ESD) technique [6]
and a bootstrap approach [5]. We inverted 100 random
data sets, each subsampled from the full data set to
have a more equal-area-distribution. As in a traditional
bootstrap approach, the resulting average model is
equivalent to a model obtained from inverting the full
data set and the standard deviation among the models
provides an estimate of the uncertainty in magnetization that results from the data distribution.
Results and Discussion: The largest amplitude
magnetizations are found in the Caloris region (Fig. 1).
Individual instances of correlations of magnetization
with crater interiors and ejecta materials are seen (e.g.,
Rustaveli crater at ~83°E, 52°N). However, no global
systematic trends with crater location or the age proxy
of degradation state [8] have been observed, suggesting that crater-related magnetizations reflect primarily
variations in magnetic carrier distributions (source
depth and/or iron content). Weak magnetizations are
typically associated with the northern smooth plains.
The exceptions are a localized signal over the northern
rise, with no obvious surface geological expression,
and crater-related signals, included some associated
with buried craters [8].
Lithospheric field signals constrain the magnetization-thickness product (M-h). We calculated M-h for
magnetizations induced in the present field for two
scenarios (Fig. 2), using average susceptibilities appropriate for likely magnetic mineralogies and the average iron concentration of the crust [1]. If confined to
a layer that is at most 10 km thick (Fig 2a), induced
magnetizations typically cannot explain the observed
signals. However, for a thicker layer, or higher susceptibilities, induced magnetizations could account for
the observed signals except in the strongly magnetized

regions (Fig. 2b). In such regions, locally enhanced
iron concentrations and/or remanent magnetizations
acquired in a strong ancient field [1] are required.

Figure 1. Magnetization strength, M, for ESD model with an
assumed 10-km thick source layer, h, at 20 km depth and a
dipole spacing of ~27 km. M shown where M > 0 at the 1sigma level. Craters (dashed black) with 100 km < D < 1000
km and one proposed basin [7] are shown. Lambert azimuthal equal area projection from 38° to 90° N.

Figure 2. Percentage of the M-h product for the model in
Fig. 1 predicted by magnetizations induced in the present
field in (a) a layer 10 km thick, (b) the entire crustal column.
White regions indicate locations where magnetizations can
be fully accounted for by induced signals.
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